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Hello

Welcome to my first ever E-book. Perhaps you have
followed me on Instagram @karenbwolfinteriors, read my
blog posts or tracked some of my insights on Gail Doby’s
Profit and Passion Trends Report. Or if you are new to my
voice and vision I am thrilled to share my insights with you,
now all in one spot in a cohesive manner. In this particular
e-book I am focusing on my latest findings seen and found
through my travels to high visibility, luxury showhouses.
Show houses are a very generous gift that talented
designers bequest to the public. Most of the time we focus
on the beauty of these well designed spaces, specific
design perspectives, bespoke product and materials and
vendor resources but the greatest gift of all are the subtle
design details that make these spaces shine. Take a peak at
my

personal

favorites

that

we

remembering for our next projects.

will

absolutely

be
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MODERN SIMPLICITY

01. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

STAIR
STUDS
You may have seen grommets on stair runners before,
but the wide spacing between these stairway studs
are a design take-away for today’s foyers. Graceful
and well edited. Love at first sight.

SHOWHOUSE: Hampton Designer Showhouse
DESIGNER: Grayson De Vere Design
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02. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

DINING
ROOM
LIGHTS
Did you ever think about adding floor
lamps to your dining room space? The
reality is that rooms are blending in
today’s

environment.

Kitchens

are

lounges, bathrooms are bedroom and
dining rooms are living rooms. The
ambient lighting in Mabley Handler’s
dining room made the space feel
inviting and conversational.

SHOWHOUSE: Hampton Designer Showhouse
DESIGNER: Mabley Handler
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03. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

METAL
LIPS
5

Forget the wood exposed shelf edge, try
metal. Ciuffo Cabinetry, always a design
genius and often found at the NY based
Decorator Showhouses is a pioneer in
new and innovative cabinetry ideas.
SHOWHOUSE: Hampton Designer Showhouse
DESIGNER: Ciuffo Cabinetry

04. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

EXTERIOR
MATTERS

The new modern farmhouse is
now natural colored and the barn
door has become an exterior
façade. These 2 design changes
have elevated the white modern
farmhouse

from

everyday

to

special. I can not stop admiring
SHOWHOUSE: Hampton’s Holiday House
LOCATION: 90 Wild Goose Lane Water Mill, NY

these non functional hurricane
door shutters.
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05. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

DOVETAIL
POSTS
When you hear the word dovetail, you think quality,
sturdy, well made. Why keep dovetailing in the
drawer? This craftsman detail is showing up as a sign
of authenticity in architecture and design. How
handsome is the intersection of beam and header?
This exposed detail was just the right touch to bring
your eye up to the tresses.
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SHOWHOUSE: Hampton’s Holiday House
DESIGNER: Mar Silver Design

06. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

DOUBLE
IT UP
What to do with all that space, double it up
when least expected and use this concept
when you need more width or more length.
Two tables, two chaises and think of other
space fillers (two kitchen islands).

SHOWHOUSE: Hampton’s Holiday House
DESIGNER: Michael Del Piero of Hampton’s Be Good
Design (Dining Room) and Elsa Soyars (Bedroom)
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07. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

FIREPLACE
STYLING
I have never seen this before. If your fireplace
needs some love try showcasing your alchohol
collection. A very clever styling approach to add
some panache to your space. Sometimes styling
does not have to make sense. In this beautiful
space aesthetics won over function.
SHOWHOUSE: Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse
DESIGNER: Eve Robinson Associates
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08. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

FRAME YOUR
FIREPLACE
Creating a focal fireplace can be done in many ways. Usually we see
stone or paneling. What is great about this fireplace treatment is the
framing of a fireplace within a fireplace and the use of the mirror to
integrate the original detail with a modern focus.

SHOWHOUSE: Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse
DESIGNER: Cullman & Kravis
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09. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

HIDE
YOUR
VIEW
The floating kitchen shelf can
actually be useful. A great way
to

cover

windows

unsightly view.
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with

an

SHOWHOUSE: Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse
DESIGNER: Christopher Peacock

10. CLEVER DESIGN DETAILS

BED
NICHE
We have shower niches but how
about a bed niche? Especially with a
shelf within the niche. For compact
and useful storage Dean and Dahl
created an innovative, space saving
solution for their floating bunk bed
(which is pretty amazing too!)

SHOWHOUSE: Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse
DESIGNER: Christopher Peacock
SHOWHOUSE: Holiday House NYC
DESIGNER: Dean and Dahl
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Thank you
Thanks for viewing my favorite collected design details from
the design rock stars of the industry.
Now you can think about how you can incorporate these
ideas into your next design project.
Follow me on Instagram for more trend forward insights and
inspirations @karenbwolfinteriors. And, stay tuned for more
Timeless Trends E-Books.
Cheers,

KAREN@KBWINTERIORS.COM

38 CHATHAM ROAD SHORT HILLS, NJ 07078

973.220.2171

@KBWINTERIORS

